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Organic semiconductors’ inherent flexibility makes them appealing for advanced applications such as wearable electronics, e-skins or

pressure sensors and can even be used to enhance their intrinsic electronic properties. Unfortunately, these applications for organic

materials are currently hindered by the lack of a quantitative understanding of the interplay between their electrical and mechanical

properties. In this work, we fill this gap by presenting an accurate methodology able to predict quantitatively the effects of external

deformation on the charge transport properties of any organic semiconductors. Three prototypical materials are investigated, show-

ing that the experimental variation of charge carrier mobility with strain is fully reproduced, even in a wide range of deformations

applied along different crystal axes. Our results point out that the intrinsic electro-mechanical response of the materials varies by or-

ders of magnitude within the class of organic semiconductors, a difference rationalized observing that the mobility trend is primarily

influenced by transfer integrals’ variation, rather than by a modification of the crystal phonons. In light of its robustness, accuracy

and low computational cost, this protocol represents an ideal tool to quantify the electro-mechanical response in new organic com-

pounds, thus establishing a reliable route for a full exploitation of strain engineering in advanced technologies.

In the last years, increasing attention has been devoted to one of the key features of organic semicon-
ductors, i.e. their inherent flexibility, and to the effects of external deformations on their electrical per-
formances. Indeed, many advanced applications require either materials with a controlled yet marked
electro-mechanical response (e.g. pressure sensors[1, 2] and e-skin, a bionic device that can mimic the
skin of human beings[3]) or, conversely, materials preserving their electrical performances under mechan-
ical deformation, e.g. in flexible displays or in bioelectronic applications[2, 4], such as bio-integrated circuits[4,
5]. Moreover, inducing strain is a potential mechanism to increase device performances [6], as already
demonstrated in the past for inorganic semiconductors[7, 8], where increase of hole and electron mobility
(µ) higher than 100% have been reported for silicon transistors under strain. Finally, comparing relative
trends in charge mobility as a function of the applied mechanical deformation represents a unique oppor-
tunity to validate the models describing charge transport in organic materials, since systematic errors of
theories and experiments on the absolute value of the mobility become unimportant.[9] Despite all these
opportunities, electro-mechanical properties are not currently exploited in real devices because the rela-
tion between the deformation applied and the material performances is still unclear. Indeed, conflicting
results about either the magnitude and the direction of the strain mostly affecting the charge mobility
have been reported in the literature.
To compare the data reported in different works, we resort to the dimensionless strain factor

gji =
µi (ǫj)− µ0

i

ǫj × µ0

i

× 100, (1)

where µ0

i is the mobility measured along direction i in the unstrained crystal, while µi (ǫj) is the mobil-
ity for the crystal under strain ǫj induced along the direction j. This latter quantity is given by ǫj =
(Lj − L0

j)/L
0

j , Lj and L0

j being the axial length in presence and absence of mechanical deformation, re-
spectively. Notably, several recent experimental studies dealing with the same system, i.e. highly purified
rubrene single crystals[10, 11, 12, 13, 14], reported a very wide range of g values, from ≈ 0 to ≈ 250. To
further complicate this picture, while in some experiments[11] it has been found that compression along
the principal π-stacking direction (a axis, Figure 1) results in a lesser mobility increase than compres-
sion along the orthogonal b axis, a recent work[12] reports on the contrary a strong change in mobility
when deformation is applied along a axis, while strain along b seems to have no effects at all on the mea-
sured mobility.
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This broad range of conflicting experimental findings could have several causes, such as the presence of
residual defects (grain boundaries, micro-cracks, dislocation) in the crystal or a partial stress relief in
the elastomeric substrate over which the crystal is laminated[12]. All these issues prevent the access to
the intrinsic electro-mechanical properties of the material and thus represent a significant hindrance for
the systematic implementation of strain engineering in advanced technologies. In this respect, the devel-
opment of a reliable computational protocol could be of great help to overcome these difficulties, since
it allows both to separate the intrinsic material response from extrinsic effects in the interpretation of
experimental results and could also be used to identify new promising materials. Unfortunately, even
though several theoretical works[11, 15, 16] have been performed, a consensus is yet to be reached. For
example, some works[11, 15] predict a similar increase in mobility with compressive strain applied ei-
ther along or perpendicularly to a axis for rubrene single crystals, thus lacking the anisotropy reported
in experimental works [10, 11, 12]; on the other hand, another paper[16] predicts variations at odds with
experimental findings (mobility decreasing with compression), unless ad-hoc corrections (e.g. extrinsic
energetic disorder) are introduced. All these works face the challenge of the high computational cost of
phonons for crystals with hundreds of atoms in the unit cell.[16, 17] In this contribution, we tackle all
these difficulties which hinder the full exploitation of electro-mechanical properties of organic materials,
by developing a fast computational protocol capable to quantitatively predict the mobility variations in-
duced in organic crystals by directional mechanical strains.
Charge carrier mobility is evaluated in the framework of the Transient Localization Theory (TLT) devel-
oped by Fratini and Ciuchi[18, 19] which has shown a high level of predictive power[17, 20, 21], leading
to results in agreement with other theoretical methods [22, 23, 24] at a much lower computational cost.
The TLT builds up on the widely accepted evidence[25] that, in organic materials, the transfer integrals

Jij between two neighbouring molecules i and j undergo large fluctuations σij =
√

〈

(Jij − 〈Jij〉)
2
〉

, giv-
ing rise to a dynamic disorder which causes a localization of the instantaneous eigenstates of the lattice.
This effect is quantified by evaluating the transfer integrals, the phonons, the local electron-phonon cou-
pling, and the non-local electron-phonon coupling. For the last term we find useful to define the quantity
∇Jij, which is the numerical derivative of the transfer integral with respect to the Cartesian displace-
ment of an atom and measures how sensitive the transfer integral are to deformation in any direction.[26,
27] More in-depth details about the methodology are given in the Supporting Information.
Application of this methodology to orthorhombic rubrene crystal leads to a mobility value along the π-
stacking a axis (15.3 cm2V−1s−1) in excellent agreement with experimental reports for highly purified
rubrene single crystals [28, 29], thus ensuring the reliability of our approach. We have then turned our
attention to the effect on charge mobility of uniaxial strain, which corresponds to any experimental setup
preventing a molecular rearrangement along the cell vectors normal to strain, e.g. a clamped or laterally
confined crystal, such as in ref. [11]. Uniaxial strain has been introduced by appropriately rescaling the
corresponding crystal axis and the molecular positions along the same direction; then the atomic coor-
dinates have been reoptimized while the lattice parameters are held fixed. Our computations on rubrene
crystals under strain up to ±1% predict that compression either along a or along b axis results in an in-
crease in mobility, the latter being higher in magnitude (Figure 1). This difference is easily rational-
ized by observing that compression either along a or b results in a similar increase of transfer integrals,
but the latter leads to a decrease of the dynamic disorder. Moreover, compression along a leads to a de-
crease in the intermolecular distances between the molecules along the π-stacking direction, which, as
shown in ref. [20], have a trivial effect on the calculated mobility (i.e. the mobility quadratically depends
on the intermolecular distances).[19, 20]. Our predictions are in very good agreement with experimental
results by Matta et al.[11], inasmuch as we obtain gaa = −7.9% and gba = −15.6%, to be compared with
gaa = −6% and gba = −21% in ref. [11].
So far, our analysis has been performed on a limited range of applied deformation, since rubrene sin-
gle crystals show fractures for strains larger than ±0.4% [14]; more in general, the vast majority of or-
ganic semiconductors have never been analyzed under strain larger than 3% [30]. A remarkable excep-
tion is TIPS, for which charge mobility has been measured under both compressive and tensile strain
up to 16.7%[31], the widest deformation range reported in the literature to date, showing outstanding
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Figure 1: Top: molecular structure of rubrene (left) and pictorial representation of the symmetry-independent charge
transfer paths in the ab plane of rubrene crystals (right). Middle: relative variation of JA (left) σA (middle) and µa (right)
as a function of uniaxial strain applied along the a axis (blue full line with dots) or b axis (red dashed line with squares).
Bottom: relative variation of JA (left) σA (middle) and µa (right) as a function of uniaxial stress ǫP applied along the a
axis (black full line with triangles) or b axis (magenta dashed line with stars). JB , σB and µb follow a very similar trend
(see Supporting Information).

monotonic increase in the charge carrier mobility under compression, while only a little decrease is ob-
served under elongation. Our predicted relative variation of the mobility with strain is in very good agree-
ment with experimental data in ref. [31]: our computations predict a monotonic increase in mobility up
to 1979% (experimental 1854%) under 16% compression and a decrease up to 42% (experimental 97%)
under 16% elongation. Notably, on the basis of our computed transfer integrals, hopping approaches
such as Marcus theory are unable to reproduce the experimental trend, since the mobility is proportional
to the square of the transfer integral value and the non-monotonic trend in the transfer integral variation
(Figure 2) would reflect in a non-monotonic variation of mobility (e.g. 75% decrease with 1% elongation
but 358% increase with 5% elongation, see Supporting Information), in clear contradiction with exper-
imental reports [31]. This result confirms that comparing relative trends in charge mobility under the
effect of different mechanical deformations is an ideal approach to highlight the main qualitative differ-
ences between theories.
Our method also allows the computation of the mobility changes when one applies uniaxial stress (ǫP ),
i.e. a uniaxial deformation resulting in a lateral rearrangement of the crystal in the directions perpendic-
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Figure 2: Top: molecular structure of 6,13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)pentacene (TIPS, left) and pictorial representation
of the symmetry-independent charge transfer paths in the ab plane of TIPS crystals (right). Middle: variation of J (left)
and relative variation of σ (middle) and µ (right) as a function of uniaxial strain applied along the a axis. Bottom: vari-
ation of J (left) and relative variation of σ (middle) and µ (right) as a function of uniaxial stress ǫP applied along the a
axis. J has been shown instead of ∆J/J0 to highlight the changes in the transfer integral sign. The predicted mobility
value for the unstrained system along the π-stacking a axis is 1.56 cm2V−1s−1, in line with experimental reports [31, 32].

ular to the induced strain; this corresponds to any experimental setups where the crystal is laminated
above a substrate without any lateral confinement, thus free to rearrange along all spatial directions, as
in some works by Frisbie group[33, 34]. In our computations, the uniaxial stress has been introduced by
rescaling cell axes and molecular positions along the three lattice directions accordingly to their Pois-
son ratio ν, defined as the negative of the ratio of transverse strain ǫj to axial strain ǫi, i.e. νi,j = −

dǫj

dǫi
.

For rubrene, as shown in Figure 1, while compression along b axis still results in a mobility enhance-
ment, even though lower in magnitude with respect to the uniaxial strain case, the impact of deforma-
tion along a axis is strikingly different, inasmuch as it has almost no effect on the mobility.
Notably, uniaxial stress has a strong impact also on the computed mobility of TIPS: not only it results
in a smaller mobility increase with compression but also causes an opposite variation with elongation
(Figure 2), because of the strikingly different transfer integral values. Thus, our predictions suggest
that if lateral deformation is allowed (i.e. the crystals are not clamped), TIPS-based devices display bet-
ter performances when strained, irrespective of the strain verse (i.e. both under elongation and under
compression, the latter resulting in a bigger improvement).
Unlike rubrene and TIPS, some systems are predicted to have mobility along the π-stacking direction
very little dependent on either stress or strain, a very appealing feature for their exploitation in flex-
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Figure 3: Top: molecular structure of [1]benzothieno[3,2-b][1]benzothiophene (BTBT, left) and pictorial representation of
the symmetry-independent charge transfer paths in the ab plane of BTBT crystals (right). Middle: relative variation of
J (left), σ (middle) and µ (right) as a function of uniaxial strain applied along the b axis. Bottom: relative variation of J
(left), σ (middle) and µ (right) as a function of uniaxial stress ǫP applied along the b axis. The predicted mobility value for
the unstrained system along the π-stacking b axis is µb = 2.90 cm2V−1s−1.

ible electronics, where indeed a preservation of electrical performances under mechanical deformation
is required. As an example, we here consider BTBT, where µa, i.e. the mobility perpendicular to the
principal π-stacking axis b, displays a steep variation with deformations, while µb shows only negligible
changes. Moreover, very similar trends are obtained either under uniaxial strain or under uniaxial stress,
despite the non negligible Poisson ratio elements of this material[15]. This behaviour can represent a sig-
nificant advantage for advanced applications, inasmuch as different experimental setups can be combined
in the same device obtaining a similar electro-mechanical response.
Our results point out that electro-mechanical properties vary by orders of magnitude (g ranging from 0
to 2000%) within the class of organic semiconductors, and this is due to the different intrinsic response
of the materials, not to device artifacts or other extrinsic effects, as longly disputed in the literature[12,
16]. This finding highlights that there is plenty of room for the identification of new compounds either
very sensitive or insensitive to deformation for applications in cutting-edge technologies such as wearable
electronics[4], tactile sensors[2], or e-skins[3].
More importantly, our work provides the tools for such quest, by rationalizing the origin of the differ-
ent electro-mechanical behaviour. Indeed, a common trend emerges for all the materials studied in this
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work: the mobility is primarily influenced by the changes in J , while σ determines the absolute value
of the mobility but has a minor impact on its relative variation, probably because σ varies slowly with
the deformation. Moreover, σ itself appears to be only slightly influenced by the phonons variation (see
Supporting Information) but rather it follows the trend in |∇J|. If we completely neglect the changes in
phonons (i.e. assuming constant phonons for all the range of the investigated strain) we would reproduce
the change in mobility within 20% difference. These observations, combined with the small dependence
of the results on the inclusion of local electron-phonon coupling highlight that the electro-mechanical be-
haviour of a new material can be quickly estimated by looking at the transfer integral variation (which
can be computed in a few minutes) and, if suitable for the desired application, it can be further inves-
tigated evaluating |∇J| while assuming constant phonons over all the strain range to get a reasonable
guess of the mobility change. This strategy could also be used for a possible future screening of large
materials databases.
In conclusion, in this work we have shown that it is possible to rationalize and predict quantitatively the
electro-mechanical responses of organic semiconductors. Application of our protocol to three prototypical
compounds allowed to reproduce, for the first time in the literature, all the experimental trends reported
in a wide range of strain, being able to capture also the impact of deformations applied along different
directions, without the need of introducing any external corrections. Our results show that strongly dif-
ferent intrinsic electro-mechanical responses can be found across various organic semiconductors, indicat-
ing that new promising materials for advanced technologies that fully exploit the materials’ softness are
likely to emerge. When the origin of the mobility changes under mechanical stress is analysed, a com-
mon trend is found, where the deformations seem to influence primarily the electronic rather than the
vibrational structure of the material. This finding suggests a strategy for the identification of new mate-
rials that are either highly sensitive or highly insensitive to mechanical deformations and rationalizes the
origin of their different behaviour.

1 Methods

The structures of the molecules studied in this work have been retrieved from the Cambridge Structural
Database[35]; 1244265, 975935 and 1570910 are the CSD codes for rubrene, BTBT and TIPS, respec-
tively. Experimental Poisson ratio elements for rubrene has been extracted from ref. [36]. Poisson ra-
tio elements from MD simulations have been extracted from ref.s [37] and [15] for TIPS and BTBT, re-
spectively. Electronic structure, normal modes, and vibrational frequencies have been calculated by em-
ploying the self-consistent charge density-functional tight-binding (DFTB) method as implemented in
the DFTB+ software package.[38, 39]. The 3-ob-1 Slater-Koster set of parameters have been employed
for rubrene and BTBT, while the matsci-0-3 set has been used for TIPS. The atomic positions of the
unit cell have been optimized keeping the experimental lattice values fixed, using the conjugate gradient
method with a force-threshold criterion of 10−8 Hartree per Bohr radius. We have used periodic bound-
ary conditions, employing a 2 × 2 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point sampling scheme, as suggested in pre-
vious works[16, 40], and Lennard-Jones dispersion corrections [41, 42]. As shown in the Supporting In-
formation, a higher number of k-points or the use of 3ob-freq Slater-Koster files lead to very similar re-
sults. Since DFTB is known to severely underestimate transfer integrals because of the minimal basis set
used [26, 43], they have been evaluated at the B3LYP/3-21g* level of theory as implemented in Gaussian
16 [44]. The freely distributed code described in ref. [45] has been used for mobility calculations in the
framework of Transient Localization Theory.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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tive/insensitive to mechanical deformation for advanced applications such as flexible, wearable, e.g. like e-skins devices
with tactile sensing capabilities.
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